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January 4, 2004  ���	�
���������������� Hash # 926 

There was no joy in Mudville  
The hares have collective 10 years of hashing, do you 

think the wankers can set a trail?  “ I fucking hope so 
you fucking fuck.  Any half-mind can do it.  And get 
you hand off my ass.” replied Have Dick Will Travel.  
On January 4th 2004 the former statement (not the ass 
part) was proven wrong.  The brain trust assemblage 
of fuckerpants© known as Telecum, Semen on the 
Pew, Gimme a Dick, and Free Refills really botched 
this one.   
It was an unseasonably warm 

January afternoon with only a 
threat of rain (thanks Wax on 
Wacks Off) when we embarked on 
our traditional Sunday jaunt.  With 
scenic American University and 

Rock Creek Park in the neighborhood this trail had the 
potential to be quite genial.  The trail was more genital 
than genial.  The hares set a most circuitous trail that 
was the muddiest route possible.  Back checks – Yes.  
They must have used GPS.  Short Bus Bitch was kind 
enough to also remind us that the trail was uphill both 
ways. 
Let us get the facts straight for the hares next week:  

Good trails are the antithesis of a good mate.  Trail 
should be dry, short, flat, and clean.  However both 
trail and mate should have large quantities of beer in 
them. 
The trail was SHITTY.  And we did it all for what, 

BEER?  MMMmmmmm beer… it was worth it.  In 
retrospect, I liked it… the beer that is.           

 

White House Half Dozen Most Unwanted 

 
If you locate these habitual violators - Immediately hit on them incessantly and get contact information.    
Pass information to your local member of mismanagement.  Do not try to apprehend! 
1. No Motion on the Ocean - (��������	) After completing his marital duties of a trip to Home Depot, 

NOMO was propositioned by Sextra Credit for a date to the hash.  He declined her offer, “The two things 
I do not want to do today are r*n or drink beer.” 

2. Bret Farve looking guy - (
����)Yes I forgot his name, but he was racing. 
3. Big Dick No Brains - (��������������) Crimes against humanity can be dismissed.  Today’s violation: 

Using the pick up line, “Ya hear that jingle?  That is a roll of quarters in my pocket.  How bout you reach in 
and get some?” 

4. Sweet Home Vagina - (�������) - The cohort in Bret Farve’s transgression was wearing black.  SHV was 
also wearing black. Under hash authorization that is conclusive proof. She must be brought to justice. 

5. Bolo Head Rat - (��������	���������
��) – “It is a bad New Year.  I have been doing too much 
drinking and not enough r*nning.”  Sex on trail is a Violation?  There are kids in Africa without ANY beer!     

6. Solicit Her Genitals - (��������������
��������������
����
��) A most heinous of violations.  As 
we all recollect the beer check; there was beer, tables, cups, trash bags, and wankers.  Then beer went into 
cups.  Some beer went in our bellies some spilled on our shirts.  The details are fuzzy after that.  I digress, 
Good times!   
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WH4 Runs

0 20 40 60 80 100 120

Just Todd

Pain in the Hash

My Wife is a Virgin (Boston)

He's My Bitch (Boston)

Telecum

Tit-ly Winks

Ground Chuck

Tastes Like Turkey
Wanker

On the day in question the trail resumed at 
16:43.  SG of sound half mind and body: 
• Was in a haste to r*n trail. 
• Neglected to dispose of beer in an eco 

friendly designated location,  
• Forgot to place her cup in a trash bag 
• Abandon beer cup on a table for brew 

crew to place in a solid waste receptacle 
• Forced Tri Ass A Thong to reprimand in 

an ‘outside voice.’ 

39thFlavor Discovered! 
Arms are flailing and legs make a previously only seen in cartoons motion, but will she 
fall.  38 Flavors fought the effect of gravity with panic and reflexes.  While on break 
from pre hash lounge chair duties she decides to mingle.  Regrettably her duty break 
was the same place a dog had his own doodie break.  The slip began in rapid fashion 
and amongst a heard of spectators.  With the option of fall in poo, land on Trouser 
Snake, or try to stay up, 38 stuck the landing stayed on her feet.  Kerry Scrug would be 
proud.  She was later seen kicking Klondike, Mazie, and Mighty Duke.
 

Wisitors, Wergins, &  
Analwerseries  
 
Announcements 

• The White House Ultra Denominational 
Holiday Party is Saturday January 24. 
2004 

• Bald guys RULE!   
• The 3rd anal EWH3 Michael Kennedy & 

Sonny Bono Memorial Ski Trip is 
February 20-22nd, 2004.  Cost is $225. 

• OnOn Test Tube Baby 
 

Official Ballot 
Select the most appropriate name for Just Sharon: 
� Frosted Porn Flakes 
� 2 Black Guys 
� Shar’in the Buckeye 
� Cleveland Steamer 

 
Submit ballot in person on Sunday January 10 at 3pm in Clarendon VA.  Online 
voting available at http://www.dchahsing.org.   
Or vote by phone (202) 232-HASH 
 
 

 
Wanker!!!!!  This is not a democracy.  This is a Hashocracy.   
Say hello to Queer Eye for the Buckeye. 
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